Abstract-Classical TOPSIS method is widely used as a simple calculation, reasonable assessment, and flexible application method. However this method has a shortcoming: it can not rank the point in the perpendicular of the ideal point and negative ideal point. Improved VIKOR algorithm can not rank the point of the same distance to the ideal point. The improved algorithm Angle measurement method only consider the angle between the two solutions without considering the length of the difference,. So this paper present a new method to solve the problem in the multiple attribute decision making based on relative entropy .
INTRODUCTION
In the research of multi-attribute decision making, TOPSIS is a sort TOPSIS method .it first put forward by Hwang and Yoon in 1981. Classical TOPSIS method is widely used as a simple calculation, reasonable assessment, and flexible application method. However this method has a shortcoming: it can not rank the point in the perpendicular of the ideal point and negative ideal point [1] . Improved VIKOR [2] algorithm can not rank the point of the same distance to the ideal point. The improved algorithm Angle measurement method [3] can solve the rank problem but it has theory defect: only consider the angle between the two solutions without considering the length of the difference, it will cause some errors in the rank results [4] . Hua xiaoyi and Tan jingxin [5] proposed the orthogonal projection method based on "vertical surface distance", but this method can not solve the problem when TOPSIS method can not sort. We have found the shortcoming of the TOPSIS, but the published improved methods are either having error in theory or can not solve the problem.
"Entropy" is derived form the Greek; it stands the capacity of changes. Recently entropy and entropy optimization principle has been successfully applied in decision-making analysis. Many scholars continue to study in this field [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The representative papers used relative entropy in multi-attribute decision making are as followings: Wan Shu-ping use the relative entropy to determine the weight of experts [8] ; Qiu Wan-hua established a group decisionmaking based on relative entropy [9] . Zhou Yu-feng and Wei Fa-jie [10] proposed a combination weighting method based on relative entropy. These papers all effectively improve the group decision-making methods and experts empowering methods. However at present, there are no papers on relative methods in ranking of the alternatives for decision -making.
So this paper uses relative entropy to improve TOPSIS method. By using the relative entropy between an alternative (which will be evaluated) and the ideal solution between the alternative and the negative-ideal solution, we define a new relative closeness to the ideal solutions. According to it, we develop a new synthetically evaluation method-relative entropy evaluation method. Comparing this method with TOPSIS method, angle measure evaluation method and project method, it indicates that the relative entropy evaluation method can get good results when other methods all failed.
II. TOPSIS METHOD
The TOPSIS procedure consists of following steps:
Step 1: Calculate the normalized decision matrix
Step 2 Step 3: Determine the ideal solution * j x and the negative-ideal
Step 4: Calculate the separation measures, using the dimensional Euclidean distance. The separation of each alternative from the ideal solution is given as:
Similarly, the separation from the negative-ideal solution is given as:
Step 5: Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution:
Step 6: Rank the preference order. The step 4 can be given as angle measure:
The step 4 and 5 can be given as project distance:
Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution:
III. RELATIVE ENTROPY DISTANCE AND ITS NATURE
Know from the information theory two systems A and B ,their differences can be measured by Kullback-Leibler [11] .
In the formula, the smaller of C the less difference of the system A and B .C defined as the relative entropy of the system A and B. as the relative entropy dose not satisfy the triangle inequality and asymmetry. In fact it does not the real distance between the two systems. However it is very useful to see the relative entropy as the distance of the two systems. TOPSIS can not rank the point in the perpendicular of the ideal point and negative ideal point, because the distance is based on geometric distance. We use relative entropy distance instead of geometric distance can effective solve the problem.
So relative entropy can measure between an alternative (which will be evaluated) and the ideal solution between the alternative and the negative-ideal solution, we define a new relative closeness to the ideal solutions. According to it, we develop a new synthetically evaluation method-relative entropy evaluation method. Step 3: Determine the ideal solution * j x and the negative-ideal
Step 4: Calculate the separation measures, using the relative entropy distance. The separation of each alternative from the ideal solution is given as:
Similarly, the separation from the negative ideal solution is given as:
Step 5: Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution. (15) and (16).
Step 6: Rank the preference order.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
We use the numerical example in paper [3] and [4] , comparing this method with TOPSIS method, angle measure evaluation method and project method: A is better than 1 A
We can also get the same result by improved TOPSIS ---relative entropy evaluation method.
Though angle measure evaluation method can solve the problem, it has it has theory defect, and may get errors in some situations [4] . The example 3 makes angle measure evaluation method and relative method for comparing.
Example 3:
The weighted normalized decision matrix is shown as: X is costs. We use angle measure TOPSIS, evaluation method, project method, and relative entropy method to solve the problem the result can be see at To overcome the shortcomings of the TOPSIS, this paper present a new method to solve the problem in the multiple attribute decision making based on relative entropy. By using the relative entropy between an alternative (which will be evaluated) and the ideal solution between the alternative and the negative-ideal solution, we define a new relative closeness to the ideal solutions. According to it, we develop a new synthetically evaluation method-relative entropy evaluation method. Comparing this method with TOPSIS method, angle measure evaluation method and project method, it indicates that the relative entropy evaluation method can get good results when other methods all failed.
This paper also widens the use of entropy in multiple attribute decision-making. Recently entropy and entropy optimization principle has been successfully applied in group decision-making and weight calculation, in this paper we can see entropy is effective used in rank decision making.
What is more, this paper offer a new way to fuzzy multiple attributes decision-making. In recent years, because the ambiguity and uncertainty of human thought, Fuzzy multiple attribute decision making has become a research focus. Classical multiple attribute decision-making method such as: TOPSIS, angle measure evaluation method and project method all extended to fuzzy multiple attributes decision-making. So the relative entropy method has a good prospect used in fuzzy multiple attributes decision-making
